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love you love you sekai wa
tada kimi dake machitsuzukete'ru no sa
the end of dayshoshi sae mienai hodo fukai zetsubou
no hate ni
hito wa nageki kurushimi tooi shinwa no sekai ni
tsutaerareta kiseki o motometekirameku yuushi wa
ooinaru chikara to yasashisa ni hikaru enburemuima
koso sekai wa tada kimi dake machitsuzukete
shinku no jidai o kimi ga egaku ai ni michita hibi e
Stop the WAR!mune no kodou wa naze atsui kitai ni
furueru
namida de kasumu sora ni ima maiorita
hikari kagayaku sugata hagane no meshiaafureru
pawaa wa
ai to yuuki no moto nani mo ka mo kudaku
sandaamabayui
mirai o ima sono te de kitsuku daite
honoo no jidai ni kimi ga nozomu owaranai heiwa o
towa niima koso sekai wa tada kimi dake
machitsuzukete
shinku no jidai o kimi ga egaku ai ni michita hibi e
Stop the WAR!mabayui mirai o ima sono te de kitsuku
daite
honoo no jidai ni kimi ga nozomu owaranai heiwa o
towa ni

English translation

Love you! Love you!
The entire world is waiting just for you,
until the end of days!!At the boundary of despair,
not a single star is visible.
People sigh and suffer while waiting for the miracle
as told from the world of faraway legend.That
glittering gallant figure
is an emblem that shines with great strength and
grace.The
world keeps on waiting just for you NOW.
Turn this tormenting era into a new period filled
with your depicted love, and stop the war!
Why does the my heart tremble at this fiery
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anticipation?
Swooping down with light from the sky blurred by tears
is the shining figure of the Messiah of Steel.
This overflowing power is the source for love and
courage,
and it's also a thunder that will smash anything and
everything.Now embrace the radiant future tightly with
your hands.
Instill into this era of flames a forever lasting peace
as you have been praying for.The world keeps on
waiting just for you NOW.
Turn this tormenting era into a new period filled
with your depicted love, and stop the war!
Now embrace the radiant future tightly with your
hands.
Instill into this era of flames a forever lasting peace
as you have been praying for.
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